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Enchanting. Whimsical. Adorable! The adjectives will be flying and so will your knitting needles

when you see the 20 delightful quick-knits in Woodland Knits. The brain child of designer and

singer/songwriter Stephanie Dosen, these critter creations include a Deer Hat, Butterfly Mitts, and

Fawn Poncho â€“ patterns that have already reached iconic status within the world of quirky

contemporary knits. Delicate woodland designs are quick to make. Highly imaginative, these 20

woodland designs feature deer, fox, and owls along with pretty flowers and vines â€“ and can be

easily completed in just a day or a weekend at most. Youâ€™ll love these small-scale projects

because each one is cuter than the last â€“ and they donâ€™t take a ton of time. Make todayâ€™s

hottest boutique-quality knits. While these clever knits look like those in specialty shops, they are

fully within your reach. Woodland Knits provides photos, charts, and schematics to make all 20.

Only traditional stitches and small amounts of luxe yarn are required â€“ so you can sport todayâ€™s

hottest looks without breaking the bank!
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Gorgeous little book, with adorable patterns. The book includes these following patterns in case you

were wondering: :)Deer with Little Antlers HatMoonbeam DusterBo Peep ScarfTiny Violet Hand

PuffFawn PonchoFree Repunzel!Woodland HoodletMeow MittsFaerie WingsDragon Watcher's

HoodMr. Fox Stole My HeartJuniper Wishing ScarfCatching ButterfliesGarden Gate and



IvySeedpod PurseOh My Bear!WanderwillowsWildflower CrownSpirit of the BirchThe Changeling

CollarMidsummer's Night DreamThat's 21 patterns if you were counting!!If you just like 2-3 of the

patterns it's more than worth it to buy the book!!Gorgeous little book and wonderful patterns. :) Love

it.

I pre-ordered this book and received it a few days later. I love Stephanie's patterns and this is such

a great deal (21 patterns for $12?!) This book features some of her popular patterns as well as

some new ones. There is an array of hoods, scarves/cowls, sweaters, capes/ponchos, leg warmers,

and mittens. As soon I got this book I immediately looked through my yarn stash to see what I could

start!

It has arrived (a day early! WEEEEE!) and let me tell you just how excited I am. About this much:
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Ã‚Â¸Ã‚Â¸.âœ¶*Ã‚Â¨`*.âœ«*Ã‚Â¨*.Ã‚Â¸ (I may have exploded in a glitter bomb...)I have been a fan

of Stephanie's patterns for many years and found a few familiar patterns in this book. Some of them

I already knitted up several times over the last few years.I tend to print out the patterns that I

previously purchased in a pdf format, but I also tend to lose those papers. And since I knit some of

these lovies over and over (trust me, everyone will want one!), I won't have to worry anymore that I

will lose my paper print in the book shelf, accidentally throw it into the garbage or find crayon

drawings on Stephanie's face, thanks to my children. No more wasted paper out of my printer!

YAYYou will find a whole bunch of brand new patterns and while I paged through the book I let out

several squeals of happiness. I am so excited that I don't even know which one I will knit up first.

What I do know is that I am going to order more wool. Now (No, that's not really considered

hoarding).Stephanie's patterns are absolutely enchanting. The pieces I have knitted over the past

years are wonderful conversation starters and I love to put a smile on people's faces when I wear

my Mr Fox stole or my little deer hat. How can one not smile when you see someone with a fox stole

and realize that no real fox had to die for this cuteness.If you love magical creatures, if you enjoy

long walks through the woods, if you are actually a fairie and disguise yourself as a human.... then

you need to buy this book! If you do not like magical creatures or long walks in the woods, then this

book can help you!



The one thing I regret about this book is that I'd already purchased two of the patterns out of it

(hopsalots and minifox). It's not too bad though because there are 4 or 5 more in the book that I like

enough that I would knit and since I got the book for like 12$, I'm still on the winning end there. I

love Tiny Owl Knits's patterns, if you're curious about what's in it, you can look at all of the patterns

on her website, and you can look at what other people did with them on ravelry as well.

I own many of Stephanie's patterns already and have been a member of her ravelry group for some

time. The finished garments i've knit are always beautiful--her instructions are very clear and often

include helpful tips and coaching,My book arrived yesterday and the new patterns are delightful. I

can't wait to knit the new ones and revisit some of the old ones, too. Must also mention Stephanie is

just a lovely, fun, magical person. I can't wait for her next book!

Well it is about time! Ever since I discovered Tiny Owl Knits on Etsy I have been a huge fan. I have

made the Catching Butterflies fingerless mitts and I have bookmarked 4 patterns in the book to do

next. I can say from my experience with the pattern for the mitts that the patterns are easy to follow

and hugely gratifying. The book is unique, whimsical and very well done!! Okay I cannot talk any

more - have to go make the Tiny Violet Hand Puff..

Some very interesting designs. My daughter fell in love with the hat on the cover -- she is 18 and in

college. Also with the fox shawl. I would have given this 5 starts but I found you have to read the

patterns very carefully as there are a few stitch count errors. Make sure you work out these patterns

before starting. Otherwise a delightful set of patterns.

There are a lot of theme knit pattern books out there and most of them are not very good, but this

one is impressive in the quality of the patterns and the cohesiveness of the theme.Stephanie Dosen

is no luddite that is for sure, She covers everything from cables, to intarsia, reversible knit and

felting and a beautifully detailed imagination. The designs are very well developed, have clarity and

she not only has provided a stitch dictionary but a very useful yarn information chart as well. Which

is great because her eye for color, particularly natural colors that would actually appear in nature is

acute. She also offers side notes, observation, advice and suggestions for alterations. When an

author writes as tho' she is right there with you this is always a nice personal touch.And as I

mentioned before cohesive. Every single pattern in here pertains to or is influenced by the forest.



Yes this will probably be on no use to an urbanite, but I'm from Wyoming and I can think of

somebody I would make most of these for. The nice thing about this collection is that there really is

a nice variety of items that would stretch nicely over many age groups. This is a plus as most theme

pattern books are really geared towards teens or young adults. The bear hoodie in here would be

just a nice for a grandmother as it would a child. The Garden Gate and Ivy cowl and the Changling

collar are rather sophisticated and geared more towards an adult. And yes there are whimsical

pieces in here clearly for the younger set: Fairy wings, headbands and the tiny violet hand poof

would be adorable on a child.The book as a whole is a work of art really. The pictures, layout, paper

quality and the decorative edging all give it an air of beauty, whimsy and craftmanship. A true labor

of love.
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